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A DISSERVICE TO STUDENTS
By Joel Rothman
When I first started taking drum lessons my teacher had me purchase a book from which I was taught the basics. Like most kids, I felt
excited taking lessons and progressing through my book. After a while, I was asked to purchase some other books covering different
aspects of playing. As time went on, I started thumbing through drum books in the music store near me, buying some on my own, and
eventually building a personal library of dozens of books. This is not a new story-- thousands of students and teachers wind up with a love
of drum books and build a library to which they can refer, just the way millions of other people build a library of books within their fields of
special interest.
There are, however, a good number of teachers who, with the best of intentions,
Photocopy pages from various books, then hand them to students for their lessons instead of having students purchase their books. This is
usually done either to save the student or their parent's money or because they only use a few pages from a particular book. Strangely, many
of these teachers don’t feel they are doing anything wrong. Leaving aside the fact that almost all published material is copyrighted so that
it’s against the law to reprint parts of books in any form without the express permission of the author, I feel that a great disservice is being
done to students. One of the responsibilities of a teacher, to my mind, is to promote a love of books. After all, method books contain just
about anything a player needs to know in the areas of reading, technique, and coordination. They also provide all kinds of ideas for playing
breaks and solos, etc. Naturally, there’s no substitute for one-to-one lessons where teachers using books can explain concepts that may be
slightly unclear, correct certain habits that may be posing a problem, and talk about concepts that can be difficult to explain in the written
word.
I have seen students come to me from other teachers without any books, but just with a folder of loose handwritten pages. Drum books help
to keep a student organized, especially when they have a book for reading, one for technique, one for rock, or whatever another topic they
may be working on. Moreover, with a book, a student can see a beginning and end. Along with that comes a certain joy and feeling of
accomplishment when one finally finishes a book.
Knowing that I have written and published many method books, I can understand and appreciate the fact that some readers may feel that
writing an article like this is completely and utterly self-serving. All I can say is that it's not true—what I
write in this article is what I genuinely feel and believe.
When it comes to the cost of building a library of relevant method books, I estimate that anywhere from $300-500 would create a modest
library containing more or less anything a student needs to learn. I think that’s a relatively small price to pay for the kind of information
contained in these books. Moreover, compare that cost to what any college student has to pay for books throughout their college career—it
certainly compares favorably. Of course, it depends on how extensive a library one wants and can afford—you certainly can spend much

more than $500. When studying, I was lucky enough to be able to purchase whatever books were needed, and over the course of many
years, I built a library containing almost every drum book ever published. As long as I could read rhythmic notation I knew I would be able
to figure out whatever was written in any book. I loved the challenge of trying to play through each and every book—I wanted to make sure
I wouldn’t be defeated by the contents. And I have to say I learned a lot of things through those books that were never shown to me during
my lessons with many different teachers.

Keeping a folder full of individual handwritten pages, or photocopied pages from different books, in no way achieves the same end as
having books that progress methodically and provide an in-depth treatment of individual topics. My advice, therefore, to all players, is to
build a personal library of method books to which they can refer throughout their lifetime.

www.joelrothman.com

To contact Joel email: info@joelrothman.com

ADM George Lawrence Interview
ADM: You were an L.A. drummer for a while?
GL: I lived in California from 1977 to 1981 when I was in my twenties. Moved there after college at NTSU with a
band from Dallas. After a few signed bands that didn’t get hit records, I morphed into a studio drummer and
moved back to Jackson Mississippi when I was thirty. Had kids, raised a family, yada, yada. My son is a drummer
in New Orleans by the way: Paul McCaige
ADM: Why Jackson, Mississippi?
GL: Jackson is my hometown. I worked as house drummer for Malaco in the eighties, which was one of the

largest black blues and black gospel labels back then. I also led a band that played locally and opened the first
George’s Drum Shop there.
ADM: How long have you been in Nashville?
GL: I moved here in 1993 during the heyday of “new” country music, pop country and played with a bunch of
touring artists and recorded in the studios in Nashville and Muscle Shoals Alabama – coincidentally, Muscle
Shoals Recording Studio was owned by Malaco – got to work with the Muscle Shoals Rhythm Section, or the
Swampers as Leon Russell and Lynyrd Skynyrd called them. I was an honorary swamper. ☺ I was basically
subbing for Roger Hawkins who was not playing during that period.
ADM: Cleveland? Akron Ohio drum shop?
GL: I moved away from Nashville and lived in Akron Ohio during the 2000s. The music business had slowed
down to a crawl for me after 9/11, so I moved with the ex-wife to her hometown of Akron and decided to open a
drum shop there. It had a good eight-year run until the recession. I closed it at the beginning of 2011 and moved
back to Nashville.
ADM: You took over Not So Modern Drummer in 2OO9; I guess there was a previous publication going
back to 1988 is that when the Magazine started? I guess it started out as a few page, newsletter?
GL: Yeah, the story was that John Aldridge’s wife was getting on to him about the phone bill that he was running
up talking to his vintage drum and drum engraving buddies, and suggested that he needed to start a newsletter and
get off the phone! The first issue was typewritten and printed on the mimeograph machine at the Connecticut
school at which John taught. That was in 1988. And it grew from there. Prior to NSMD there was not a lot of
printed information available about vintage drums

ADM: Did you purchase the publication?
Is John Aldridge still involved? Bun E. Carlos?
GL: I bought it from Bill Ludwig III (yes, THAT Bill Ludwig) in late 2008 and the first print issue I produced was

in early 2009. Bill had bought it from the original founder, John Aldridge, in 2005. John has been the drum tech
for REO Speedwagon for a number of years. He is an Austin resident now. His son is a pro drummer here in
Nashville. John doesn’t work for the magazine anymore but he does write an article every once in a while, and he
is the official engraver for Not So Modern Drums. Bun E. Carlos isn’t writing for the magazine anymore, but he
did come down to Nashville from Chicago in 2014 to be one of the performers at the Nashville Drum Show that I
put on.
ADM: John said to me, after I bragged about the success of the first issue of Austin Drummer Magazine on
Facebook, “Careful what you wish for...”
GL: It’s definitely a labor of love kind of thing. It was a lot harder when I was running a drum shop and touring
with Poco at the same time. When I bought it I was not looking to buy a magazine. I was looking to buy a drum
company, a drum brand. I owned the drum shop at the time and wanted to expand into manufacturing. John told
me that the “Not So Modern Drum company” was included and the price was right so I bought it from Bill. The
magazine was kind of on its last leg at the time, less than a thousand paying subscribers. I initially had John edit it,

outsourced the layout and published two or three quarterly issues like he and Bill had until I got the hang of it.
Then I took over the editing and had one of my drum shop employees do the layout. I knew I would need to
overhaul it into a digital publication at some point. Drummers were reading online. I couldn’t sell any copies of
any drum magazines in my store anymore; DRUM!, DrumHead, or Modern Drummer magazines at my drum
shop. They used to fly off the shelf in the eighties. I stopped printing shortly after I moved back to Nashville, and
turned it into a free monthly emailed magazine. The subscriber base has gone from 1,000 to 65,000 in those five
years.
ADM: Tell me a little about your years with Poco?
GL: I used to listen to Poco records in high school and figure out the drum parts, so it was kind of cool getting to
play with one of the bands that I grew up listening to. I first played with Poco as a sub for two gigs in the late
nineties. I was doing a lot of sub work at that time. Rusty Young is the leader and owner of the band. He lived in
my neighborhood in Nashville. Then about five years later in Ohio I get a call from their manager asking if I could
be in Cape Cod the next day to cover for their drummer, George Grantham, who had had a stroke onstage. I was
initially supposed to play out the last half of 2004 until George recovered and came back, but George wasn’t able
to play anymore after the stroke. So they offered me the gig in 2005.
We were doing about fifty dates a year then– all fly dates – a different drum set every day – Woohoo! I recorded
two albums with Poco. I played all over the states, Canada, Mexico and Europe with them. It’s a great bunch of
guys who laugh a lot and love to play music. I stopped playing with them in 2015 to get off the road and focus on
Not So Modern Drummer and my Nashville music career. That was the longest gig I ever had – eleven years. Poco
is still playing isolated dates but not touring constantly as before. I hear Rusty Young is recording a solo album at
the age of 70 – Rock on!

ADM: One of the writers, Bob Campbell, said, “Every drum tells a story.” You’re like an old drum; tell us
your story … (the short version).
GL: Okay, I’ll leave out all the ex-wives, the bad gigs, and the drug rehab part – that will make it very short! I was
born in the Mississippi delta, birthplace of the blues and rock and roll. I took piano lessons in grade school in
Grenada Mississippi, then drums in the junior high school band in Jackson. I was drawn to the drums like a bee to
honey and never wanted to do anything else since I was twelve years old – I practiced incessantly. I had a lot of
natural talent but not a lot of discipline. I had good teachers – Sonny Hill, a trumpet player who taught Keith
Carlock too. He taught me reading and rudiments. A blind keyboard player named Bill Benke was the person I first
learned a lot about drum set from when I was in high school. I started playing professionally for money when I
was seventeen.
I studied music at North Texas State University and Southern Methodist University, and played with a couple of

bands out of Dallas, the Buster Brown Band – a notorious ridiculously badass funk band – Gregg Bissonette was in
that band after me. I started recording with a few people there – albums on small labels. I joined Uncle Rainbow in

1976. They later morphed into Bourgeois Tagg and had a hit on MTV. We moved to California chasing a record
deal in ’77. That’s where I got my first real taste of playing recording sessions with “A List” musicians.
ADM: The ‘Blue Book’ of drums?
GL: That’s another one of my grand schemes that is still a scheme. Basically an online value system, like Kelly
Blue Books, that keeps track of current trending values of vintage and used drums based on algorithms fed by
EBay sales and other track-able sales. I imagine someone smarter than me is already working on something like
this for another field, so maybe I can adapt that technology to drums when it happens.
ADM: Pedal File?
GL: That’s John’s idea – a column about pedals. I think someone complained about the connotations and it went
away.
ADM: Revival of the associated Snare Drum Olympics?
GL: The 2017 Snare Drum Olympics is alive and well. The first physical showing of this year’s drums will be at
the Chicago Drum Show. Any drum company or drum builder can enter their drums and get a lot of publicity.
www.snaredrumolympics.com
ADM: Not so modern snare drum?
GL: When I bought Not So Modern Drummer,
John Aldridge agreed to do the engraving of a
pattern on black beauty type snare drums that is
exclusive to NSMD. We’ve had a few made but
I’ve not pursued it full scale. Everybody and his
brother have engraved drums now so it’s not the
hot ticket item it used to be for me.

ADM: More recent collectible drums? “The vintage line keeps moving forward…”
GL: If it is a discontinued drum (and it was a good instrument) it starts becoming a collectible.
When I first acquired Not So Modern Drummer, calls started coming in about how much this and that drum is
worth. One guy called up and said he was looking for a vintage DW drum. I almost told him that there is no such
thing as a vintage DW, but I caught myself, and realized that MY definition of vintage is not the same as this
guy’s. My perception of vintage was based on what was popular in my youth and before that. This guy was looking
for a 1980s - 1990s Keller shell DW in 2009. DW quit buying shells from Keller when they started making their
own, so it was a discontinued model. It was then that I decided that the Not So Modern Drummer definition of
“vintage drum” was not going to be of a certain year or certain age or of a certain demand, but ANY discontinued
model or feature of ANY brand drum. Vintage in wines is just the year it was produced. Vintage cars are defined at
around 25 to 30 years, but it doesn’t translate to drums. Drum companies now discontinue models yearly so there
will be an always-growing supply of vintage drums for the segment of the drumming world looking for old drums
that are no longer made. There are some drums that are more desirable than others and there are some drums that
are real stinkers, but they all are of a certain “vintage”. Of course there are exceptions: a few drums still in
production and are considered vintage, like the Ludwig Supraphonic.
ADM: A collection of how-to articles, and the John Aldridge book (the holy grail of restoration…)?
GL: That’s on the back burner, a plan to publish printed “bookazines,” which are perfect-bound, magazine-sized
soft back books, of “The Best of Not So Modern Drummer.” One about Ludwig, one about Slingerland, one about
drum building, etc., all gleaned from the almost thirty years of content in NSMD. These bookazines will be more

like soft cover coffee table books with big pretty color pictures of naked drums. I have no plan to print periodicals
again.
John’s book is a reference book – It is the bible, the ‘old testament’ if you will, of vintage drum history: THE first
comprehensive reference book. I would be lost without it, as would the other expert books and sites out there

because, contrary to popular perception, I don’t know everything there is to know about vintage drums. I’m kind of
a “jack of all trades, master of none” about it. There are experts out there that do know everything about their
niche. Some of them write for NSMD, and I depend on their knowledge and opinions. I can write and edit and
maintain sites and email programs and cheer on other drummers; so that’s why I do this – not because I’m the most
knowledgeable.

Written by John Aldridge of Not So Modern Drummer magazine, this is an
essential guide for collectors-to-be that want to shop around, or for current
collectors to discover drums outside their area of interest. Includes many photos.

ADM: You taught Keith Carlock? One of my young drum heroes… How about talking about this
experience? Was that in your Mississippi shop?
GL: Keith is from Clinton, MS. His parents were very supportive of his drumming aspiration and brought him to
my shop for lessons with me in 1985. I have taught snare and drum set since I was fifteen years old, and he is my
star student, to say the least! He also studied with two of the teachers in my shop, Bud Berthold of the Jackson
Symphony, and Quinous Johnson who had studied at Berklee and was a very advanced jazz drummer. Keith had a
lot of natural talent and he had already been schooled well in the Clinton school band program: drum corps,
concert band. I believe he was 14 or 15 when I started teaching him. In the first lesson I asked him what he wanted
to learn and he said that he was playing in a Rush cover band, had learned everything Neal Peart played on the
Rush albums, and wanted to learn something else, something new. WHOA! At fourteen! We worked out of some
of the typical advanced books, listened to CDs of a lot of the great drummers, talked a lot about drum history,
music careers, etc.; but, we mostly just played together on two sets. At first I was challenging him, but that later
got turned around and he was challenging me. I sent him to sub some gigs for me when he was eighteen and he
nailed them; I mean like he nailed the door SHUT! I recommended that he go to college at North Texas and Ed

Soph took over from there. He developed that unique style of his at North Texas, I believe. He lives in Nashville

now and I don’t get to see a lot of him because he’s so busy with all the famous bands I wanted to play with in my
youth! He’s living my dream! Playing w Steely Dan, Toto, James Taylor, Sting… I really enjoyed getting to watch
his musical abilities and his career blossom from a close vantage point. I am very proud of him. He just played the
Kennedy Center Honors concert.
I want to mention the Nashville drumming community. I’m involved as an administrator of the Nashville

Drummer Facebook Group, which has 1430 pro drummer members. It’s a very close and helpful group of people
who are friends and peers - from the top touring and recording drummers in the industry to the young pros who just
moved to town and are eeking out a living in the bars downtown. I’ve never seen anything like it anywhere else in

the country. There are special fund raising events run by Tom Hurst and David Parks and we have a monthly
drummers lunch. We all sub gigs for each other, buy and sell and borrow gear from each other and talk drum nerd
stuff constantly online. I hope you can get something like that going in Austin.

ADM: Listening to your ideas and the enthusiasm has been a pleasure and I’m looking forward to working
with you. And, “Thank You George!” You’ve inspired me.
GL: Thanks, and I am so glad your Austin Drummer Magazine is doing well. It was cool to be involved with you
from the start of it. It started out as a newsletter between a group of drum collectors for the purpose of sharing info,
selling and buying, and general communication about vintage drums. Prior to Not So Modern Drummer's
appearance there was very little printed information available on the topic of vintage drums.

DRUMZ includes many exercises and rhythm patterns for

practice with a focus on developing a practice play along to
develop proper hand technique as well as improve your
listening skills/timing/precision

Ralph Pace Jr stories about my relationship with my father
as asked by Nic Marcy written by Ralph Pace Jr
My father and I had an excellent father-son relationship! He never once told me "you're going to play drums
and that's that!". Yes, he put a pair of drumsticks in my hands at age three but the choice to become a drummer
has always been mine. My parents allowed me to pursue other interests as a young boy: swimming, horseback
riding, snow skiing, ice skating, baseball, theater and drum lessons.
Sometimes I would sit on the basement stairs at my grandparent’s home where he taught drum lessons for
several years and just watch him teach his students and once in a while I would also go with him to his
student's parent’s home.

My first performance on stage was with the second-grade band while I was still in the first grade. I had no idea
what I was playing, but it was his arrangement of 3 Camps solo piece for the orchestra. I would make one-hour
car trips with my father to Cimino Publishing on Long Island, the company that was distributing his books at
the time. On one of these trips, we stopped for gas and got out to look at a hot rod. Before I knew it, a German
Shepherd was chasing me and nipping at my ankles. My father would take me to drum clinics in New York
City featuring great drummers such as Sam Ulano, Joe Morello, Jim Chapin, Buddy Rich, and Louie Bellson.
He would always be acknowledged and recognized at these events as he provided one of his Set-the Pace
practice pad sets to be given away as a door prize. He was so proud of his invention of the practice pads that
became a side business/hob in addition to authoring his drum instruction books. My parents took me with them
to see Louie Bellson perform with Pearl Bailey at the Show Boat in New York City. Louie dedicated a drum
solo to me that evening, and my father included a picture of the event in his drum book "Cymbal Coordination"
which he labeled "Little Ralph meets Big Louie." Quite a big deal for a fifth grader!
We took a three-month trip to Italy by way of an ocean liner, and I was invited to sit in with the band several
times during the journey. We stayed in my grandmother's hometown near Palermo, Sicily. At this period, my
father was working on the four volumes of "Rock and Roll" books. He kept all of his drum book materials in a
metal briefcase that was quite heavy but had to be with him at all times. We took a two-week train tour of Italy,
and I was designated to carry his briefcase. I got so tired of carrying that heavy case everywhere I threatened to
throw it down in front of the train! During our trip, my parents flew to Paris and on to England to meet Frank
King, a very successful television and studio drummer who wrote the forward to one of my father's books.
During their absence, I was staying with my grandmother and made friends with four local boys. We got into a
church and took a bunch of communion hosts. My father dealt with that when he returned from England! I
made friends with a local family who owned a bakery. I would ride around on a three-wheeler yelling "bread,
bread" in Italian. Once in a while, the family would take a bus to a lake nearby. I remember holding on to his
shoulders as he would swim.

He attended many of my band concerts in high school and

was totally floored when I was featured with three timpanis
on a solo piece. He had no idea I even played timpani and
would just beam as he teased me about "Mr. Dynamics". He
always attended my school plays and shows featuring my
high school rock band "The Inner Light" and enjoyed my
drum solos. He surprised me with a custom sized, blue
sparkle Rogers drum set. (Ludwig and Rogers were the two

most prominent drum companies at the time, but Rogers
had better hardware.)* When Fibes drums first came out;
my father asked me to go with him to the company to pick
something up. I didn't want to go, but he was very
insistent. What I didn't know was that he had Bob Grauso
make a chrome double bass drum set for me! I was
absolutely beside myself and couldn't sleep for days! They
were beautiful, and there was nothing like them.

I was really into Carmine Appice (Vanilla Fudge), Ginger Baker (Cream) and Jimi Hendrix. Carmine was
ordering my father's book "Variations of Drumming" and practice pad sets while he was living and teaching on

Long Island during the time he was touring with Vanilla Fudge. I was very surprised to come home from
school one day to find a black Jaguar XJX in our driveway. When I walked inside, Carmine was sitting at our
kitchen table! I was tripping!! We talked for a while then headed downstairs to the drum studio where my
Fibes double bass drums were set up. I played for Carmine, and he played and explained Jazz/Rock techniques
to me. What an exciting day! Carmine was a huge influence on my rock playing. He later endorsed my father's
"Set-the-Pace" practice pads for several years. I also remember meeting Dom Famularo, Jim Chapin, Al Miller
and other musicians at his dream home, a beautiful Californa contemporary that he and my mother had built on
a one-acre lot in an excellent neighborhood in Valhalla, NY just 6 minutes from our apartment house.

My father owned a four-family apartment house with a large basement which he purchased when he returned
from his World War II service in the Army. That basement was the place where dad made his practice pads. I
would help him after school, and of course, we butted heads, but all in all it was a great experience. He was
shipping out four to eight pads per week, in addition to mailing out his drum books all across the US, Canada,
and Europe. (After he had stopped making them, my dad told me that if he wanted to get them out, he would
have continued to go to trade expos, NAMM and PASIC)*** Every time I go to trade shows, NAMM or
PASIC drummers know him from either his drum books or his practice pads. I was and still am very proud of
my father. The author of 11 drum books, one of which I will be getting back in print by special demand
Variations Of Drumming his first and most successful book. Many years ago when I was writing a drum book,
he was very supportive. He was amazed at what can be accomplished with your computer using Finale’ or
Encore. I’m actually in the process of editing a few new pages of my drum book material some things I have
written over a twenty-six year period. In the past, when a student needed a page I would just print them out. I
plan on having my three publications out along with my dad's book, Variations Of Drumming, back in print in
’17. Thanks, Dad, "Becuz of U.”

Brian Ferguson Interview
Just a few months ago ADM got together with renowned
drummer Brian Ferguson. Knowing so many great
musicians live South of the river, I set-up a lunch hang at
Maria's Tacos on South Lamar. After rushing down the toll
road at 75 - 80 miles an hour to get there on time, we
started visiting and realized we both live north of the city.
Go figure!

Brian is a studio and live performance drumset musician
based in Austin, Texas, and lives just North of town in
Round Rock. He started playing drums and percussion at
age 10 and has never looked back. As a consummate
student of the instrument and its significance to American
Music, Brian can be found touring, recording and
producing a wide variety of acts. His in-depth knowledge

of drumming and music allow him to contribute to any
musical situation. Brian’s easy sense of humor and
punctual professionalism make him a unique and essential
ingredient to a wide variety of music projects. Currently,
Brian is drumming with Americana Country artist Cory
Morrow, in addition to his personal project, The Harvey
Kartel (THK), the creative outlet and side project of Brian
and Band guitarist Jacob Petersen.
Brian has toured throughout the US, Canada, and Europe.
His knowledge and respect for the history of the instrument

has given him the ability to authentically blend into a wide
variety of styles: Rock, Country, Soul, Blues, Jazz, and
Gospel. This approach has allowed Brian to perform/
record/tour with a plethora of talented artists. Some names
on the list include, but are not limited to, , Pat Green, , Cory
Morrow, Aaron Watson, Stoney LaRue, Eleven Hundred
Springs, Hudson Moore, Zane Williams, Adam Hood,
Jason Eady, , Curtis Salgado, Mike Morgan and the Crawl,
Carter Beckworth and Bubba Hernandez.

During his tenure with Country artist Aaron Watson, Brian appeared on his heavily aired Country Music Television
videos Lips and Raise Your Bottle. Brian recorded and toured behind Watson’s Billboard Top 10 record 'Real Good
Time' and was an integral part of Watson’s touring apparatus that entertained thousands of fans with over 150 shows a
year.
As a producer, Brian collaborated with

guitarist Jacob Petersen to form You're Welcome Productions. They co-

produced Ty Curtis' self-titled 2012 release and Curtis’ 2014 Water Under the Bridge.

Brian is comfortable instructing private lessons, giving master classes, and mentoring in clinic settings. Free samples

are available at his featured video lesson series at . In addition to his busy playing career, Brian continues to carve out
time to teach and foster musical growth with students in and around his Austin, TX home. He also provides drum tracks
and loops to clients around the globe from his home studio.
Last October, Ferguson was playing with The Cory Morrow Band at "The Old Tyme Festival" in Hutto, TX. I put the
date on my calendar and remembered to take advantage of the opportunity. As per usual, my wife Karen opted out of
the music outing to stay home and enjoy her "Zen" time in the house without drum lessons banging in the background.
Once again, my niece Tammi was visiting, so I didn't have to enjoy the show by myself.

Arriving in Hutto, the town seems to have exploded; it's become a very different place very quickly. Not long ago in
this drummer’s mind, Hutto was three corn silos, a church, and a tiny post office. Now, it has a small but thriving
downtown area with a bar and a barbecue restaurant, a large public school, and a proliferation of new homes stretching
farther than my fading vision can encompass.

Finding the festival stage while The Cory Morrow Band was performing wasn't a tough chore. They were playing on a
super pro stage set-up: the stage had depth and shape with good lighting, and a killer sound company was making this
whole event outstanding in a place that was a "don’t blink town" not long ago. The band was "freak'n go'n and blow'n."
Tammi and I sat below the stage-left speakers, and after a few minutes, I knew there wasn't any question that my wife
would have been in pain at the levels they were broadcasting. Sitting close and feeling the power was sonic dynamite
for my niece and myself. I had never experienced a country band that rocked like these guys, with the possible
exception of Charlie Daniels back in his heyday. Morrow sings hard, proving his smooth, fiery "drawl" has only gotten
better with time. The music revels in a life full of love and purpose, drawing on gritty rock, thumping gospel, and
Morrow’s signature juke-joint country. The band did some of their originals, and I was impressed seeing a good number
of people singing the words to their original songs along with Cory. They also did some bits and pieces of Classic Rock
tunes and wailed the crap out of that stuff. The guitar picker, John Carrol, was consistently excellent. Brian, the bass
player Jeffrey Holm, and Sean Giddings on keys, were all invariably "lay'n it down” with purpose. The audience ranged
from old cowboy types to younger folks with tattoos and piercings. Many were dancing, and there seemed to be an
honest feeling of enjoyment and excitement having this great band playing their event.
With The Pulse of Jazz, drummer/educator Nic Marcy provides a complete method for building a jazz timekeeping vocabulary.
Building on other classic jazz methods, the book provides exercises based around common timekeeping approaches from simple
to very advanced (called "time lines"), and provides exercises to develop independence and comping facility with each approach.
In this way, the book covers topics such as jazz shuffle ideas, Elvin Jones and Tony Williams concepts, displacement,
polyrhythmic comping, comping in 3/4, three-and four-way interdependence exercises, metric modulation and more. The included
disc contains 21 MP3 tracks (including play-along songs) and 34 QuickTime videos totaling over 20 minutes of running time.

Interview with Brian Ferguson:
ADM: Brian, are you a Texas person?
BF: No, I grew up in St. Louis and spent much of my time hanging at a music store called The Drum Headquarters that
manufactured the "Real Feel" drum pads before D’Addario bought the license. A lot of great drummers would come
through, and at fourteen years young I was privileged to have studied with Dom Famularo, Jim Chapin, and Chuck
Silverman. Drum Headquarters was owned by Rob Birenbaum. Mike Ehrhard was just my teacher.
ADM: What got you started?

BF: Back then, the school system would give you aptitude tests to see what you showed a higher interest in, what you
might be best suited for, or a possible career path. In the music question scores, I apparently had some "DNA" that
said, I might do well at a trombone or percussion. The trombone didn't sound appealing, so I signed up for drums.
ADM: Did you have a private teacher?
BF: Yes, a teacher named Pat Hanley starting when I was ten years old, so from 5th to 8th grade. He introduced me to
Snare Drum, Timpani, and Marimba. When I practiced snare drum, I sat behind a full drum kit. Looking beyond that
snare drum at the rest of the set up was always intriguing in the back of my mind.

ADM: When did you get your first drum kit?
BF: My parents traded with my uncle for a set of drums he bought from Montgomery Ward and wasn't using. They
were blue sparkle; I think they were knocking off Slingerland.

ADM found this review on the Montgomery Ward drumset:Four stars out of five.
Hands down, this is the best kids' drum set we found, and we tapped and thumped our way through a bunch! It's
ruggedly constructed, designed like a full-sized drum set, and it produces a rich, pleasing sound. Everything's
included: 14" bass drum with foot pedal, 8" tom-tom, 10" snare drum, and 8" cymbal, plus a pair of drumsticks and
height-adjustable stool. Great for inspiring your child's interest in music and rhythm. 30"L x 9 3/4"W x 27 1/2"H, with
9 1/2" diameter stool that adjusts from 12 1/4"-14 1/2"H. 15-minute assembly required. For ages six years and up.
ADM: Were your parents active in your early years as a drummer?
BF: Yes, I was lucky to be in the right place at the right time. My teacher Mike Ehrhard always had a lot of cool
people stopping by the drum shop about the same time I was hanging around a lot trying to learn. Mike got me
listening to people like and Steve Gadd. My dad and mom were gracious enough to take me to the shop for lessons
and weren't adverse about my hanging around the shop in my spare moments. My dad was always a willing
contributor: he helped when I played gigs, he loaded up the station wagon and helped me set up my stuff.

ADM: Did you play in a kid band?
BF: I did a little playing in the garage with friends, but mostly I played in the school marching band. My Grandma
dragged me to church, and I eventually played with a few musicals there. By the time I got to high school, playing the
drums was all I was doing: All City and All State jazz band, marching band, and concert band. So, I began setting my
sights on the University of North Texas (UNT).

ADM: Did you study with Ed Soph at UNT?
BF: I spent about five semesters with Ed. He taught me how to critique myself and how to self-teach. That
information helped me find my music voice after I left UNT and began playing professionally. He taught me about
listening to others play music and how that could expand my talent.
ADM: What years did you attend UNT?

BF: From 1991 to ’96: there were a lot of heavy duty musicians going to school at that time. One semester, I had
weekly lessons immediately following Kieth Carlock; never a good spot on the teaching docket. Some others in
attendance at UNT at that time were Ari Hoenig, Jim Riley, Jason Sutter, and Rich Redmond: an amazing list of evil

dudes. Hoenig never seemed to be going to classes. If you walked past his room, he would routinely be listening to
something and waving at you to join him. Ari "went to school” on a lot of the Alan Dawson stuff and he made a lot
of progress, eventually the and o'clock bands. I got to watch Ari and some other students perform a record from
front to back in an incredible performance in the Small Group class. He is an incredible musician.
ADM: What happened after you left school?
BF: I was pretty burned out and took a day job working on airplanes just to clear my head for a moment. I became a

parts driver and got to listen to a lot of music driving around. Even though I wasn't working as a full-time musician,
I wasn't getting far away from it. I started playing gigs at night. I was playing a lot of blues gigs and shuffle gigs. I
met up with a guitar player named Jacob Petersen, and we joined Curtis Salgado in Portland. Salgado was formerly
with Robert Cray; he sang and played harmonica in "The Robert Cray Band" for six years, including singing on
Cray's debut album. Salgado and Cray parted ways in 1982. Salgado went on to front , singing and touring with

them from 1984 through 1986. Returning to Oregon, he formed "The Stilettos" a band that opened for Steve Miller;
Jacobs and I played with segments of that group. We would start out East and work our way back west doing "onenighters," driving 4 to 6 hours to the next gig. I was about to move to Portland when Curtis said things were slowing
down and thought he wouldn't be able to keep me busy. With a sketchy future outlook, I decided to stay in Dallas. I
taught, freelanced, played church gigs, and did whatever came around to survive.
I got a call from the band 1000 Springs. They asked if I played country. I said, “No." and they said, "We hear you
have a good shuffle." 1000 Springs is a Country/Americana band. I hadn't played much country music, so I went to
school on Buck Owens, Waylon Jennings, Johnny Cash, Doug Sohm, and Bob Wills.That first country gig led to
playing with a long list of other notable Texas-based country acts.
Review from Pat Hollenbeck (Boston Pops/Orchestrator): A Different and Stimulating
Approach to Drumming!
"I've been waiting years for this book to finally be made available to the general public.
Photocopies of this material has found its' way into some of the top music schools in the U.S. for
years and now it is available to everyone.This book crosses the gap between technique and
musicality that is sorely lacking in drum books.You can expand on ways to use the book much
like the many ways the Ted Reed book is utilized.Playing with the tracks that are readily
available on all the digital platforms is a fun and stimulating way to gain these skills.It is also a
great book for pros just looking for a new outlet to lay down a groove. I only hope the author has
volume 2 in the works."

ADM: What did you listen to that helped get your shuffle in order?
BF: While I was in school I listened to big bands, Philly Joe, Max Roach. When I was on the street, I listened to
George Rains and Bobby Baranowski. I learned the history of the music I was playing. You needed to know a Flat
Tire shuffle, a West Coast shuffle, and a Chicago Style shuffle. I just started digging into Muddy Waters, Howlin
Wolf, BB, Chuck Berry, Earl Palmer, and Freddy King.

ADM: How long have you been playing with Corey Morrow and can you give us a little of his back-story?
BF: About two years, I came in after their last studio session. Cory Morrow is a Texas Country singer/songwriter

who has gained popularity throughout the Southwest. Morrow started playing guitar at Memorial High School in
Houston. He continued to develop as a musician while attending Texas Tech University. In 1993, Morrow moved
to Austin, Texas to pursue music as a career. He is also considered part of the Red Dirt music scene, which
differentiates itself from the popular Nashville music scene.
ADM: Have you recorded with Corey and the band.
BF: Yes. We are currently working on a new record.
ADM: Are you practicing and playing new material?
BF: We typically don't work out and develop new music on the gig. What usually happens is you get it organized in
the studio. We make a number chart of a songwriters demo and record it. We're mostly writing it in the studio from
sketchy ideas: that's the way things come together. Being able to get it recorded within a few takes is the gig in the

modern studio environment. To get one of these gigs, that's going to be a major requirement: reading a number
chart, being able to get the job done quickly, and giving a good performance within these parameters.

I am working towards being a type of
player, where I'm called on for my unique
voice. But, my strengths lie in my ability to
deliver in a short amount of time, being able
to get the job done quickly, and still giving a
good solid performance.
Brian proudly endorses Dixon Drums and
Hardware, Paiste Cymbals, Western Audio
Works Cases and Vic Firth Drum Sticks.

Jeff Beck, Diamond Dust (1975)
transcription by John Kerr
Drummer Richard Bailey gave such an excellent drum performance it rivals the guitar playing on
this track and I don't believe there are a lot of guitar recitals that can stand with Jeff Beck's
Diamond Dust.
After redefining electric guitar during his tenure in The Yardbirds, numerous outstanding
permutations of The Jeff Beck Group. Beck disappeared from the public eye. He returned in 1975
with Blow By Blow; it was immediately apparent that Beck was taking an entirely different
approach. More ambitious music, which led to enlisting George Martin for the album. George
Martin and Jeff Beck's music clearly was headed in a jazz-fusion direction. The results were
nothing short of spectacular, gaining Beck a new legion of fans.
Martin's signature statement was, "A successful record has to be a real expression of everyone's
talent," Blow by blow sets the standard and became “ear candy” for the seventies. The entire
recording is a ground breaking endeavor, but perhaps the most persistent musical statement in the
Beck, Martin pairing comes to fruition in the final track Diamond Dust.

Richard Bailey lays out for 9 bars of the 5/4 time before giving a dark ride bell hit to start Beck's
haunting melody, accentuated by cymbal slurs and more tasty bell strikes. The minor key violins,
create an eerie atmosphere that reminds me of a camera panning away from a grizzly murder.

Richard begins with a cross-stick as the time develops at measure marking 37. Bailey adds a hi-

tom and never makes a snare head hit until measure marking 55. At marking 74 he gives a lovely
combination 8th note triplet, and quarter note triplet fill all on the hi-tom.
At 114 the keyboard solo begins, Bailey compliments it with jazz comping innuendo and a unison
triplet fill at 126 that spits at the rest of us mere mortals.
Measure 130 is a fragmented triplet between toms snare and brass that breaks the tension a little.
Bailey saturates space with a polymetric figure at 141 and 142, a three-one snare and brass unison
separated by the hi-hat foot vs. triplets that adds fire to the keyboard solo. He then slices the
eighth note triplets into a three vs. five whole beats with his left hand cutting the time by twothirds in the next two measures 143 and 144.
At 153 and 154 a diddled three beat repetition over nine beats of the ten beat phrase.
At 162 a courtesy 16th note triplet drum fill to bring the violins back in.
At 166 and 167, Richard gives us a 16th note comp augmentation increasing time values by two,
and a "zipper" fill in a 32nd note, singled ruff.
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4 bar phrase #4 in the New Orlean's Style
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Using a nice open roll, and letting the sticks get a nice rebound playing closer to the
barring edge to get a nice stick separation, gives this NOLA style 3/4 street beat, a more
genuine utterance. When I hear the real stuff, it sounds drunker. (OK, that might just be
my state of mind when I'm walking around the French Quarter.)
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Loop these repetitions using all the dynamic markings and remember to use a swing feel.
Pingy pop rim shots with a small amount of stick over the rim give it a nice variance in
the levels, and upstroke ghost notes widen the range further. The goal isn't just being able
to play the figures as written but to bring the ideas to your voice. Practice the loops over
and over while trying to think about different notes in the figures without stopping and
starting.Experiment with accenting, buzzing and ghosting notes that are marked
differently. After exhausting the many ways, you can play the same figure go back to the
way it's written and see how different it sounds. If it sounds the same, you need more
practice ...
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The Touring Drummer
Life on the road as a working drummer
by Jerry Kalaf

When I was a sophomore in high school, the band I was in had an opportunity to play two nights in a row at a
dance club about an hour’s drive from where we lived in upstate New York. In order to play the gig, we had to stay
overnight in a hotel near the club. Thus began my first “road gig.” In my opinion, one of the coolest aspects of
having a career in music is that we get to perform our music for different audiences in various parts of the world.
Being a touring musician presents the drummer with endless opportunities and some challenges as well. In the
years after that unmemorable gig in New York, I’ve toured and performed in 49 states and 53 countries. In this
article, I will try and give you a sense of what you can expect as you traverse the world playing your drums.
Being on the road as a musician can be a fantastic experience, not only musically, but socially as well. Like

anything else in life, your attitude and personal work ethic will determine what you gain from any experience.
When you are on the road playing the same music every night, it is easy to forget that the audience you are
performing for did not hear you last night and will not be at the concert tomorrow night. Tonight is it! Treat each
performance as if it is the only gig you are doing. Accomplishing this takes some discipline, keep your health and
gear in good shape.

The first road gigs I did after I got out of college were with rock bands driving from one Holiday Inn to another

where we would take up residence for a week or two and play whatever music was in fashion. I learned quickly,
how to get into the lounge during the day where the band I was in, was playing at night. Doing this gave me a
chance to practice and develop on my own, the musical ideas I was interested in working on. It also kept me from
staying up all night hanging with the cats. As a young drummer, I did not realize how valuable a habit I was
developing and how this would inform my musical life.

https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/
welcome-to-earth/id895184788

https://www.cdbaby.com/cd/barrycoates7

https://www.cdbaby.com/cd/barrycoates8

From those hotel type gigs playing top 40 type music, I started doing Broadway-type “Bus and Truck” tours.
These gigs were mostly one nighters, traveling almost exclusively by bus and were musically more demanding
(and professional) than my previous gigs. This medium is where my habit of trying to practice during the day
came in handy, as these gigs involved reading music and following a conductor. Doing this type of gig requires a

bus ride from one city to another, usually on a daily basis. An additional sound check and short rehearsal upon
arriving at the venue limits individual practice time. The gigs were a great way to develop as a drummer, but the
“road hang” with a 15 piece band of young Jazz oriented musicians was like a moveable party - a very easy way to
lose your way and your health. Keeping this in mind and wanting to stay in good condition, it was on these gigs
that I started to jog every day that it was possible, something I would suggest to any drummer who is on the road.
The next stage in my traveling career occurred upon my relocation from Boston to Los Angeles where I scored a
touring gig with a well known R&B group that was touring in support of a hit record. It was an entirely different
can of beans in that I had to audition for the gig and once secured, had plenty of time to rehearse in state of the art

facilities with our crew of sound technicians and roadies to handle the gear. For me, coming from the big band bus
tours, this was a complete luxury. The other LA based musicians seemed to complain about every aspect of the

gig, but I thought it couldn't be easier. After my years of paying dues, I finally saw my rewards, but I had new

challenges to confront. The first issue was one I spoke of earlier; because we were playing hit songs we rehearsed
to the point of being able to play them in our sleep, I found it difficult to perform as if it meant as much to me as it
did to our arena-sized audiences. Oddly enough, another challenge was maintaining a personal connection with my
instrument when I was not setting it up or maintaining it. Of course, once you get used to this, you can never go
back, and to this day, I don’t like setting up my drums! The upside was an opportunity to play music I liked with
musicians I enjoyed in some great venues for appreciative audiences.

The final stage of my touring career was when I auditioned for and was hired to play drums with “Jazz Tap

Ensemble,” a critically acclaimed dance company accompanied by a Piano, Bass, and Drums Jazz Trio. If I
thought by this time I had seen the “road” and was an experienced touring drummer, I had not seen anything yet! I

was 33 years old, and this was the first time I had a gig where the music I was being paid to play was the music I
would play in my spare time. All of a sudden, besides dealing with the rigors of the road, I was vested in the
artistic content of our performances and felt I had more at stake than just playing my best once we got on stage.
Some of my previous issues such as being in the moment for each performance were not an issue. In fact, it was
the opposite in that as musicians; we were so invested in our playing, there were constant artistic conflicts that
sometimes inspired a fiery performance but mostly just exhausted everyone. Eventually, we learned how to
channel our creative enthusiasm in ways that benefited the music without making us crazy. This gig was also a
much more global touring experience, traveling by plane to countries all over the world - leaving no continent
untouched.
Our mission is to serve the music community with a heaping helping
of local charm and personal service while still offering Internet mega
store prices. We think you’ll find we do business a little differently.
Our focus is on the people of this very special community. Bop
Drums proudly supports the Sims Foundation and the Health
Alliance for Austin Musicians (HAAM) because musicians helping
musicians is what makes Austin so uniquely wonderful.

Previously I spoke about keeping one’s health and gear
together; this was the test. When traveling to other
countries, a drummer has to make sure their gear is in
working order (even with a crew, it’s on you) as having
access to repair facilities is often difficult. Even with a
great team, we had to stay on top of this. After 9/11
carrying drums became more and more challenging and
having the sponsor provide drums became the norm. This
process created a bit of a challenge, sometimes the rider
on the contracts could be misread or mistranslated.
Complaining often seemed like creating an international
incident, so I learned how to play the drum kits provided.
Traveling to first world countries like France and
Switzerland or third world countries such as Zimbabwe or
El Salvador meant having to always be aware of
passports, visas and health cards confirming we had been

vaccinated and were able to enter and leave the countries
where we were performing. Easy in Europe, not so
comfortable in Africa, China or Russia.
Playing drums for a living has afforded me many

opportunities, none as satisfying as the experiences I have
gained as a touring drummer. If a road gig presents itself
to you, jump at it - you won’t regret it.

Jerry Kalaf
phone - 818-749-5454
website www.jerrykalaf.com email jk329@me.com

Finely crafted world percussion
instruments... and classes!

512-453-9090

DrumzAustin.com Austin, TX
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